Generation and Culture of Tumor and Metastatic Organoids from Murine Models of Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma.
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDA) is a lethal malignancy that is refractory to all current therapies. Research into the mechanisms driving this cancer is the key to developing better diagnostic and treatment options which are urgently needed in the clinic. Genetically engineered mouse models of PDA have been valuable research tools, enabling studies of all stages of PDA progression. However, these models are difficult and time-consuming to breed, and engineering further mutations into these models requires additional time. Recently, organoid cultures of PDA have emerged as alternative models for this disease. Organoids can be rapidly generated from mouse models of PDA and enable genetic and biochemical perturbation of all stages of PDA progression. Here, we describe the generation and propagation of organoid models from PDA tumors and metastases harvested from genetically engineered mouse models.